INVENTORY OF TRUNK

Scissors, Stamps and Stems

**Activity Binder**
- Introduction/ Instructions
- Introduction/ Book list
- Inventory Sheet
- Pictures of trunk organization
- Creative Collages
- Background Information- Creative Collages
- Stamping: Exploring Pattern and Texture
- Make Your Own Nature Paint Brush
- Prompts Creative Collages
- Prompts Stamping: Exploring Pattern and Texture/ Make Your Own Nature Paint Brush
- More Art Resources
- Consumables List
- Extension Activity Ideas
- Art Supplement
- *An Artist’s Argument for STEAM Education*
- *STEM Use in Early Childhood Education*
- *What Children Gain by Learning Through Inquiry*
- *Promoting Inquiry-based Science Education*
- Parent surveys
- 6 laminated activity sheets

**Books**
- *Henri’s Scissors* by Jeanette Winters
- *Mix It Up* by Herve Tullet
- *Ish* by Peter H. Reynolds
- *The Magical Garden of Claude Monet* by Laurence Arnholt
- *Picasso and the Girl with a Ponytail* by Laurence Arnholt
- *van Gogh and the Sunflowers* by Laurence Arnholt
- *A Piece of Chalk* by Jennifer A. Ericsson
- *Blue Hat, Green Hat* by Sandra Boynton
- *Swatch* by Julia Denos
- *Little Yellow and Little Blue* by Leo Lionni
The Beautiful Oops by Barney Saltzberg

Bins: Creative Collage (2 bins)
- Various colors of construction paper
- Glue sticks

Bin: Stamping
- 1 rubber Ash replica
- 1 rubber Ginkgo replica
- 1 rubber Black Oak replica
- 1 rubber Sugar Maple replica
- 1 rubber Redbud replica
- 1 rubber Madrone replica
- 1 rubber Blue Gill replica
- 1 rubber Large Mouth Bass replica
- 6 stamp pads

Bin: Make Your Own Paintbrush
- 3 bottles powder tempura pain
- 3 lids for pouring
- 3 lids for storage

Loose in Bin
- 2 containers of salt
- 3 containers of Nature Paintbrush mix-in
- Plastic containers
- Bag of small branches
- Bag of plant stalks